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3,327,433 
PILE DRIVING MANDREL CONSTRUCTION AND 
METHQD FOR DRIVING EXTENSIBLE PHLES 

Harry de R. Gibbons, North (Ianton, @hio, assignor to 
The Union Metal Manufacturing Company, Canton, 
Ohio, a corporation of Ohio 

Filed Oct. 2, 1964, Ser. No. 400,996 
7 Claims. (Cl. 61—53.7) 

The invention relates to piles, and more particularly to 
the driving ‘and forming of piles in which a tapered tubu 
lar metal shell is driven into the ground with a tapered, 
substantially rigid, driving mandrel or core, and the 
tapered shell being driven is used to pull sheet metal 
shell extension sections into the ground above and con 
nected to the tapered shell, and in which the mandrel then 
is extracted from the shell sections and the latter are 
?lled with suitable bearing material, preferably concrete, 
to form the pile; and the present invention constitutes 
improvements on the invention set forth in the copending 
Gibbons and Rausch application S.N. 398,291, ?led Sept. 
22, 1964, entitled, Pile Driving Mandrel Construction 
and Method. ‘ 

The copending application illustrates, describes and 
claims a mandrel construction which solves many prob 
lems and eliminates many di?iculties heretofore encoun 
tered in the art. Such mandrel construction includes a 
substantially rigid, longitudinally continuous mandrel 
member having a head and a tapered shell-contacting 
portion, ring means surrounding the upper end of the 
mandrel spaced below the head and engageable with the 
upper end of a tapered tubular pile shell being driven 
when the tapered mandrel portion is telescoped within 
such shell, and a driving cap releasably telescoped over 
and engaged with the mandrel head and spaced from the 
ring means initially driving the mandrel to penetrate the 
shell with the cap thereafter engaging the ring means for 
simultaneously driving the heads of the mandrel and 
shell. 
A tapered shell of one length, top diameter and taper 

normally will be driven by a tapered mandrel of one 
particular or standard size, as shown in said copending 
application. Ordinarily, a large number of pile shells may 
be driven at a particular driving site for the foundations 
of a bridge, building, and the like. When conditions are 
ideal, substantially all pile shells driven at the same site 
may have approximately the same ‘driven length. Thus 
all pile shells supplied for a given job normally will have 
the same length and will be driven by the one standard 
mandrel for such shells. If some of the shells when driven 
are too long, the top ends of the shells when formed of 
metal may be cut oil? with a torch, and no real problem 
is presented. 

Situations arise, however, where the pile shells being 
‘driven are shorter than required, or ‘where the known 
length of the required pile is considerably longer than 
standard tapered pile shells immediately available, or 
where special tapered mandrels required for longer 
tapered shells are not immediately available, or where ex 
tremely long piles are required which involve a plurality 
of metal shell sections that must be joined together end 
to end either before or during driving. 

In such situations, a standard length tapered shell may 
serve adequately as a bottom portion of a driven shell, 
provided that such shell can be extended upwardly with 
additional shell sections of su?icient length to provide 
the ?nal required pile shell length. 

Prior arrangements for driving a pile shell deeper than 
the initially driven shell section and which is extended by 
additional shell sections have involved driving the initial 
sect-ion with a mandrel that did not touch the sides of 
the section, then extracting the mandrel, and then insert 
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ing a heavy walled shell extension section which was top 
driven to the required ‘depth. This procedure is undesir 
able in requiring the expense of an extension section left 
in the ground having a heavy enough wall to stand up 
under the blows of the pile driving hammer. 

Other arrangements have involved the use of a heavy 
walled driving extension to sink the initial nose section 
deeply in the ground, after which a thin walled shell 
extension section of corrugated culvert-like form is 
dropped within the heavy walled driving extension mem 
ber to provide the shell extension for the nose section, and 
then the heavy walled driving extension member is'pulled 
out of the ground for reuse. This arrangement while us 
ing a thin walled shell extension section also has dis-advan 
tages involved with the pulling of the heavy walled driving 
member, with ground cave-ins related to the pulling op 
eration, and with the non-uniformity of ground contact 
with the thin walled shell after the heavy walled member 
is pulled. 

Accordingly, it is a general object of the present inven 
tion to provide a mandrel and pile shell construction with 
which a tapered shell section can be driven into the 
ground utilizing the improved mandrel construction and 
method of said copending application, and with which the 
driven tapered section can be extended upwardly by ad 
ditional thin gauge metal extending sections pulled into 
the ground by the tapered section as the tapered section 
continues ‘to be driven deeper and deeper into the ground 
for the desired or required distance. 

Furthermore, it is ‘an object of the present invention 
to provide an improved means ‘and procedure for driving 
extensible piles. 

In addition, it is an object of the present invention to 
provide a new mandrel construction and driving procedure 
by which an extensible pile shell may be driven into the 
ground comprising a tapered preferably ?uted lower shell 
section having a shoulder at its upper end to which ex 
tending sections are connected and pulled into the 
ground by the tapered section as the latter is driven, in 
which the extending sections may be ‘formed of light 
‘gauge material that cannot withstand the application of 
direct driving forces, and in which the extending sections 
may have any shape, thickness or diameter and normally 
will not be tapered. . 

Furthermore, it is an object of the present invention 
to provide a new mandrel and pile shell construction and 
driving procedure with which light gauge pile shells of 
various lengths involving light gauge extension sections 
that cannot withstand direct driving blows may be driven 
into the ground using only one special mandrel and one 
size of tapered pile shell section, thereby substantially re 
ducing the investment in driving equipment necessary for 
driving pile shells regardless of the penetrated depth and 
reducing the cost of the driven piles by eliminating the 
necessity of using heavy walled shell sections, while at 
the same time assuring proper bearing contact between 
the shell sections and the ground into which the shell 
sections are driven. 

Finally, it is an object of the present invention to pro— 
vide a new pile driving mandrel construction and pro 
cedure for driving extensible thin walled tubular pile 
shells, eliminating dif?culties heretofore encountered in 
the art; eliminating complicated and costly mandrel and 
shell structures; achieving the indicated objects in a com 
bined, simple, effective and inexpensive manner; and 
solving problems and satisfying needs existing‘in the‘ 
art. 

These and other objects and advantages apparent to 
those skilled in the art from the following description and 
claims, may be obtained, the stated results achieved, and 
the described di?culties overcome, by the apparatus, 
combinations, parts, elements, subcombinations, arrange 
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ments, relationships, constructions and methods which 
comprise the present invention, the nature of which are 
set forth in the following general statements, a preferred 
embodiment of which—illustrative of the best mode in 
which applicant has contemplated applying the prin 
ciples-is set forth in the following description and shown 
in the drawings, and which are particularly and distinctly 
pointed out and set forth in the appended claims forming 
part hereof. 
The nature of the improved apparatus for setting piles 

of the present invention may be stated in general terms 
as including a tapered tubular, preferably longitudinally 
?uted, ribbed or corrugated sheet metal pile shell sec 
tion having a nose and an upper end; connection ring 
means connected to the upper end of said tapered shell 
section formed with shoulder means; a thin gauge tubu 
lar sheet metal pile shell extension section connected to 
said connection ring means and extending upwardly there 
from; a substantially rigid longitudinally continuous main 
mandrel member having a head portion with an upper end 
and a tapered shell-contacting portion, the tapered man 
drel portion being shorter than the tapered shell section 
and being tapered selectively on the same or slightly 
greater taper than that of the tapered shell section; a 
supplemental or secondary heavy-‘walled tubular, prefer 
ably cylindrical, mandrel member telescoped over and 
surrounding the head portion of the main mandrel mem 
ber and being located within the thin gauge shell exten 
sion section having a lower end resting on the connec 
tion ring shoulder means and having an upper end lo 
cated adjacent the upper end of the main mandrel head 
portion; mandrel and shell-engaging and driving cap 
means releasably telescoped over and engaged with the 
upper end of the main mandrel head portion, the tapered 
mandrel portion when telescoped within the tapered 
shell section before driving with the cap means engaged 
with the main mandrel head having the cap means spaced 
above the upper end of the secondary mandrel; means 
for establishing driving engagement between the cap 
means and the upper end of the secondary mandrel after 
the tapered mandrel portion has been driven into the 
tapered shell section to penetrate said shell section a pre 
determined distance; the tapered mandrel portion fric 
tionally wedge-engaging and slightly radially expanding 
the tapered shellsection during the predetermined pene 
tration of the shell section by the tapered mandrel por 
tion; the cap means when driving engagement is estab 
lished with the upper end of the secondary mandrel 
member, also top driving the tapered shell section through 
said connection ring shoulder means into the ground by 
blows applied to said cap means; and said frictionally 
engaged and top-driven tapered shell section pulling said 
shell extension section into the ground until the shell 
sections are driven to the desired depth. 
The nature of the improved method of driving into the 

ground extensible pile shells composed of thin-walled 
tapered and thin-walled tubular shell extension sections 
in accordance with the invention may be stated in gen 
eral terms as including the steps of telescoping a down 
wardly inwardly tapered portion of a substantially rigid 
longitudinally continuous mandrel having a head at one 
end and a nose at the other end into a tapered tubular 
sheet metal pile shell section also having a shoulder at 
one end; a nose at the other end and a thin gauge tubular 
pile extensionv section extending upwardly from the 
shoulder; then driving the mandrel relatively into the 
tapered shell section to penetrate said shell section and 
frictionally wedge-engage tapered telescoped contacting 
surfaces of said mandrel and tapered shell section to 
establish frictional driving contact therebetween; con 
trolling the penetration of the tapered mandrel portion 
in the tapered shell section to a predetermined amount; 
then after such predetermined penetration simultaneously 
driving the tapered shell section head and mandrel head 
to drive the tapered shell section into the ground to the 
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desired depth; and pulling the thin gauge tubular shell 
extension section into the ground by the driving of the 
tapered shell section. 
By way of example, an embodiment of the improved 

mandrel construction and extensible pile shell driving 
procedure is shown in the accompanying drawings form 
ing part hereof in which: 
FIGURE 1 is a side elevation with parts broken away 

and in section illustrating the improved construction with 
the shell sections to be driven telescoped over the man 
drel components at the beginning of a driving opera 
tion; 

FIG. 2 is a side view of the parts shown in FIG. 1 i1 
lustrating the mandrel and shell components during driv 
ing after a predetermined penetration of the tapered ' 
shell section has occurred; 
FIG. 3 is a view similar to FIGS. 1 and 2 but showing 

the parts in position to extract the mandrel components 
from the driven shell sections; 

FIG. 4 is an enlarged vertical section of the shell con 
nector ring portion and related shell sections and man 
drel components; 

FIG. 5 is an enlarged sectional view taken on the line‘ 
5—5, FIG. 1; 
FIG. 6 is a plan View with parts in section of the parts 

shown in FIGS. 1 and 3; and 
FIG. 7 is a section looking in the direction of the ar 

rows 7—~7, FIG. 4. 
Similar numerals refer to similar parts throughout the 

various ?gures of the drawings. 
A tapered tubular pile shell is indicated generally at 

1 ‘and preferably is formed of light gauge sheet or strip 
metal such as 11 gauge strip steel. The pile shell 1 has a 
connection ring generally indicated at 2 secured to the 
upper end 3 of tapered shell 1, and pile shell extension 
sections generally indicated at 4 are connected to con 
nection ring 2. 
The tapered shell section 1 is adapted to be driven 

into the ground and to pull the extension sections 4 into 
the ground as the tapered section 1 is driven. When the 
pile shell sections 1 and 4 have ?nally been driven to the 
proper position, they may be ?lled with concrete to form 
a pile. 

Shell 1 preferably is provided with a closed lower end 
or nose 5 and preferably also is provided with longitudi 
nally continuous outturned ?utes 6 which not only rein 
force or stiffen shell 1 but serve other purposes to be 
described. 

Shell 1 may have any desired length and because .of its 
taper, it readily penetrates the ground. and may, there 
fore, readily be driven to desired depth. Shell 1 in ac 
cordance ‘with the invention preferably has a standard 
length, as for example, 30 feet in length, and may be used 
to pull extension sections 4 of varying lengths into the 
ground to serve as shells for piling required to be driven 
to various depths. However, since the tapered section 1 
is standardized, the driving mandrel for the tapered sec 
tion also may be standardized so that only one mandrel 
construction normally is required for driving extensible 
pile shells of various lengths. 

Pile shell section 1 may be driven by usual pile driv 
ing equipment, not shown, which may include a hammer 
and head guide 7 supported in a usual manner on the 
driving equipment and a reciprocating hammer plunger 8. 
A mandrel generally indicated at 9 may be used for 

driving the tapered shell section 1 and the extension sec 
tion 4 into the ground, the lower portion 10 of mandrel 
9 being tapered downwardly inwardly and being extended 
upwardly by preferably cylindrical mandrel portion 11 
which forms the head portion of the mandrel terminat 
ing at an upper end 12. Head portion 11 and upper end 
12 of mandrel 9 preferably may be constructed like the 
mandrel shown in said copending application to include 
an annular recess 13 on which a ?oating driving ring 14 
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is mounted for movement axially of the mandrel head 
portion 11 and up and down recess 13. 
The upper end 12 of mandrel head portion 11 prefer 

ably is tapered slightly upwardly inwardly at 15 and may 
be closed by a welded-in head cap 16. Upper head end 
12 also preferably is provided with an extractor bar 17 
extending through member 11 and having laterally pro 
jecting ends 18 preferably formed with openings 19, the 
extractor bar 17 being located below head cap 16 and 
above recess 13 and ?oating drive ring 14 which sur 
rounds recess 13. 
A mandrel and shell engaging and driving cap gener 

ally indicated at 20 forms one of the components of the 
mandrel construction. The cap 20 preferably includes 
an upwardly extending cup-shaped sleeve 21 tapered at 
its upper end as indicated at 22. Cap 20 may be l-ashed 
to hammer guide 7 by cables 23 which extend through 
openings 24 formed in ears 25 projecting from cap 20 
in the region of the cap member partition wall 26. A 
knockout plate 27, a cushion member 28, and an anvil 29 
preferably are contained in the usual manner within the 
recess formed by cap sleeve 21 so that the blows of a 
hammer ‘8 are imparted to cap 20 through members 29, 
28, and 27. 

Driving cap 20 also is formed with a downwardly open 
ing cup-shaped sleeve 30 having ‘an annular lower end 
surface 31. Sleeve 30 is’ adapted to be telescoped over 
and engaged with the upper end 12 of mandrel head por 
tion 11, the cavity formed by sleeve 30 preferably con 
forming in contour to the contour of the upper end 12 
of mandrel head portion 11. 

Sleeve 30 is formed with downwardly opening cutouts 
32 which straddles the lateral projecting extractor bar 
ends 118 when sleeve 30 is telescoped over mandrel head 
portion 11 with the cap partition wall 26 engaged on the 
top end 12 of the mandrel as shown in FIGS. 1 and 2. 

Cap member 20 when telescoped over and in driving 
engagement with top end 12 of head portion of mandrel 
9, as shown in FIG. 1, has the end surface 31 of sleeve 
30 spaced above ?oating ring 14 when the latter is at or 
adjacent its lower limit of ?oating movement along re 
cess 13, as generally indicated in FIG. 1. When mandrel 
9 is assembled with pile shell sections 1 and 4 to be 
driven, a secondary mandrel sleeve 33 is assembled there 
with telescoped over and surrounding mandrel head por 
tion 11 and engaged at its lower end 34 with connection 
ring 2 and adapted to be engaged at its upper end 35 by 
?oating ring 14. Secondary mandrel sleeve 33 has a heavy 
rigid tubular wall which telescopically surrounds the head 
portion 11 of mandrel 9and extends telescopically within 
the pile shell extension section 4, as shown. The upper 
end 35 of secondary mandrel sleeve 33 is located above 
the upper end of shell extension section 4. 
' When assembling the shell sections together prepara 
tory to driving, the ‘connector ring preferably is welded 
to the upper end 3 of tapered shell section 1 but may be 
secured thereto by any other suitable means. Connector 
ring 2 (FIG. 4) preferably has a ledge or shoulder por 
tion,36 from which sleeve portion 37 projects down 
wardly within and is preferably welded to the upper end 
3 of tapered shell section 4 for permanent connection 
thereto. Another sleeve member 38 projects upward from 
ledge portion '36 to which shell extension section 4 may 
be connected. As shown, shell extension section 4 is pref 
erably a light gauge corrugated sheet metal member and 
may be formed of, say 18 gauge material generally hav 
ing the shape of a corrugated culvert. The extension sec 
tion 4, however, may be corrugated, round, or ?uted in 
cross section and its thickness and diameter can vary de 
pending on the ground conditions existing at the location 
where the piilng is to be driven. Furthermore, the exten~ 
si-on section 4 may have any desired length throughout 
its generally tubular extent. Also section 4 may comprise 
several pieces :axially connected together to provide the 
desired length. As shown, extension section 4 may be 
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6 
connected in any desired manner as by welding to sleeve 
38 of connection ring 2 so that sleeve section 4 will be 
pulled into the ground as the tapered section 1 is driven. 

Several operational steps in the use of the improved 
construction are illustrated in FIGS. 1, 2, and 3. When a 
shell 1 is to be driven along with a connection ring 2 
and extension section 4, the mandrel 9 and supplementary 
mandrel sleeve 33 are telescoped into the shell sections, as 
shown in FIG. 1, with the lower tapered end 10 of man 
drel 9 within the tapered shell section 9, with supple 
mentary mandrel sleeve 33 resting at its lower end 34 
on connection ring ledge 36, and with the upper ends 35 
and 12 of sleeve 33 and mandrel head section 11, respec 
tively, extending above the upper end of shell extension 
section 4. Driving cap 20 is lashed to the hammer guide 
7, driving head sleeve 30 is telescoped over the upper 
end of mandrel head portion 11, and the entire assembly 
is suspended above the desired driving location ready to 
be driven. The parts, elements, and components at this 
time have the relative positions shown in FIG. 1 wherein 
the ?oating driving ring 14 rests on the top end of sup 
plementary mandrel sleeve 33 which in turn rests at its 
lower end 34 on ledge 36 of connection ring 2. 

Driving blows from hammer 8 through cap 20 drive 
mandrel head portion 11 engaged by cap 20 downward 
so that tapered portion 10 of mandrel 9 relatively pene 
trates tapered shell portion 1. Penetrating movement of 
mandrel 9 establishes frictional driving wedge-engage 
ment between the tapered outer surface of tapered man 
drel portion 10 and the ribs of shell ?utes 6 along the 
telescoped and engaged portions of said tapered mandrel 
and shell portions. This frictional wedge-engagement 
slightly radially expands tapered shell 1 along its length 
as the tapered mandrel portion 10 penetrates tapered shell 
section 1. v ' ' 

In accordance with the invention, the amount of axial 
wedge penetration of shell 1 by mandrel 9 and the amount 
of radial expansion of shell 1 is controlled such as to 
prevent shell bursting. Furthermore, tapered portion 10 
of mandrel 9 is shorter in length than tapered shell sec 
tion 1, as shown, and at no time does the lower end of 
the mandrel engage the nose 5 of shell 1. The controlled 
mandrel-shell penetration is predetermined to be an 
amount not greater than the spacing between the lower 
end 31 of cap sleeve 30 and ?oating ring 14 when the 
parts are assembled as shown in FIG. 1 with the mandrel 
9 telescoped within tapered shell section 1 but not pene 
tration wedged. 
' All'parts normally are assembled in telescoped relation 
as shown in FIG. 1 before driving blows are applied or 
wedging occurs. That is, an effort is made to select the 
required length of shell extension sections 4 and these 
are connected together and assembled as shown so that the 
mandrel does not have to be extracted during driving to 
insert an additional shell extension section. Furthermore, 
the showing of FIG. 1 is typical since variations in tapered 
?ute formations, wear, etc. can slightly alter the relative 
positions shown. With such initial positioning, the prede 
termined indicated amount of penetration of tapered shell 
section 1 by the tapered mandrel portion 10 that subse 
quently can occur during initial driving may be measured 
as the axial distance of the spacing between the top face 
of ?oating ring 14 and the lower end surface 31 of cap 
sleeve 30. , 

With the parts in the position of FIG. 1, operation of 
hammer 8 drives mandrel 9 downward in shell 1 to pene~ 
trate the tapered shell section-the predetermined'or con 
trolled amount or distance until the relative position of 
the parts shown in FIG. 2 is established. At this time cap 
wall 26 is in driving engagement with the upper end 12 
of head portion 11 of mandrel 9, end surface 31 of sleeve 
30 is in driving engagement with ?oating ring 14 which 
in turn engages upper end 35 of secondary mandrel sleeve 
33, the lower end 34 of which engages connection ring 
shoulder 36 to establish direct driving engagement from 
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cap 20 to the head or upper end 3 of tapered shell sec 
tion 1, and the controlled predetermined penetration of 
shell 1 by mandrel portion 10 is achieved. 
Under these conditions frictional driving contact be 

tween ?ute valleys of shell section 1 and the engaged 
tapered surfaces of mandrel portion 10 has been estab 
lished, and the force of hammer blows is transmitted by 
driving cap 20 not only to the upper end 3 of shell 1 but 
also simultaneously to shell 1 through the frictionally 
engaged tapered surfaces of mandrel section 10 and 
shell 1. 
As indicated, the tapered portion 10 of mandrel 9 may 

have the same taper as that of shell 1 or the mandrel 
taper may be slightly greater than that of the shell so 
that during controlled penetration of the shell by the 
mandrel frictional wedge contact therebetween is estab 
lished progressively from the top of tapered mandrel sec 
tion 10 to the lower end thereof. 

Driving of shell 1 continues by operation of hammer 4 
until shell section 1 has reached the desired driven posi 
tion in the ground. At this time driving head 20 is raised 
free of driving engagement With the upper end of mandrel 
9 to a position somewhat as illustrated in FIG. 3. Then 
an extractor convertor ring generally indicated at 39 in 
FIG. 3 is inserted between end surface .31 of cap sleeve 
30 and the top surface of ?oating driving ring 14 to main 
tain cap wall 26 spaced from the upper end 12 of mandrel 
head portion 11. 

Ring 39 preferably is composed of similar half sections 
40 and 41 hinged or bolted together as indicated at 42. 
Extractor convertor ring 39 thus is removable and in 
sertable when desired. After extractor ring 39 has been 
inserted as shown in FIG. 3, an upward pull may be 
exerted on the ends of extractor bar 17 by cables 43 sus 
pended from a winch on the driving equipment. Cables 
43 may be connected to extractor bar 17 at all times to 
suspend the mandrel 9 from the driving equipment and 
the cables are only subjected to lifting force during man 
drel extracting or lifting operations. 
Hammer 8 is then operated to drive cap 20 against ex 

tractor ring 39 while an upward pull through cables 43 
is exerted on mandrel 9. In this manner the frictional 
engagement between the tapered portion 10 of mandrel 
9 and tapered shell section 1 is loosened or disengaged and 
mandrel 9 may be extracted or lifted from the driven 
shell leaving shell sections 1 and 4 in the ground to serve 
as a form in which concrete may be poured if desired to 
provide the ?nal pile structure. 

During extraction of mandrel 9, the supplementary 
mandrel sleeve 33 may be lashed by suitable means not 
shown to lift it from the driven shells either at the same 
time that mandrel 9 is extracted or after extraction of 
mandrel 9. 

In accordance with the invention, particularly where 
exceedingly long piles are required, a standardized tapered 
shell section 1 may be driven into the ground through 
driving wedge engagement with a tapered mandrel por 
tion telescoped therein and also simultaneously by top 
driving the tapered shell section, and the tapered shell 
section is used to pull any type of shell extension section 
into the ground, of any shape, thickness or diameter de 
sired and normally not Itapered, and which may be made 
of considerably thinner tubular shell material than can 
withstand direct driving. 

Thus, any job normally only will require one standard 
size of tapered driven pile section and a matching mane 
drel to be supplied, regardless of the depth of penetra 
tion. Light gauge shell extension sections as required to 
meet depth conditions for any particular pile are pulled 
down by the driven standard tapered shell section. 

This is all accomplished in accordance with the present 
invention by securing a shouldered ring at the top of a 
tapered shell section and by driving the tapered section 
withv a main and a secondary mandrel. 
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Accordingly, the present invention provides an im 

proved pile driving mandrel ‘and shell construction and 
procedure which are simple and practical to use and rela 
tively low in cost as compared with the prior driving of 
extensible piles; which solve problems that have existed 
in the art; which avoid di?iculties previously encountered 
in the driving of extensible piles; which enable light gauge 
tapered sheet metal pile sections to be driven and ex~ 
tremely light gauge shell extension sections to be pulled 
into the ground; and which eliminate other di?iculties 
heretofore encountered in’ the art, achieve the stated ob 
jects, accomplish the many new functions and results de 
scribed, and generally solve problems which have existed 
in the art. 

In the foregoing description, certain terms have been 
used for brevity, clearness and understanding but no un 
necessary limitations are to be implied therefrom beyond 
the requirements of the prior art, because such terms are 
used for descriptive purposes and are intended to be 
broadly construed. 

Thus, the terms “rigid” or “substantially rigid” used 
herein are intended to describe mandrels having sufficient 
rigidity and strength to be driven into the ground or re 
moved therefrom Without failure under normal condi 
tion; and the terms “ribbed,” “corrugated,” or “?uted” 
are used herein more or less synonymously to refer to 
tapered structures with which spaced line contacts may 
be established in telescoped relation to and in engaged 
relation with other tapered members circular in cross 
section. 

Moreover, the description .and illustration of the in 
vention is by way of example and the scope of the inven 
tion is not limited to the exact structural details shown 
or to the lengths and metal thickness described for exam 
ple, because the sizes of the various parts and components 
may be varied to provide other structural embodiments 
without departing from the fundamental principles of the 
invention. 

Having now‘ described the features, discoveries and. 
principles of the invention, the construction, operation 
‘and use of preferred forms thereof, the preferred steps of 
the improved method, and the advantageous new and 
useful results obtained thereby; the new and useful dis 
coveries, principles, apparatus, combinations, parts, ele¢ 
ments, subcombinations, arrangements, relationships, con- 
structions, methods, and steps and mechanical equivalents 
obvious to those skilled in the art are set forth in the 
appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. Apparatus for setting piles, including a tapered tubu 

lar sheet metal pile shell section having a nose and an 
upper end provided with an outer side, a thin gauge tubu 
lar sheet metal shell extension section having a lower end 
provided with an inner side, ring means connected to the 
tapered section upper end and to the extension section 
lower end with the extension section extending upwardly 
of the upper end of said tapered section, said ring means 
including a portion extending inwardly of the inner side , 
of the extension section to the outer side of the upper end 
of the tapered section and forming a driving shoulder, a 
substantially rigid longitudinally continuous main man-v 
drel member having a head portion with an upper end and 
a tapered shell contacting portion extending downwardly 
from the head portion and telescoped in contact within 
the tapered shell section, a secondary tubular mandrel 
member telescoped within said shell extension section 
and surrounding the main mandrel head portion having 
a lower end engaged with said driving shoulder and hav 
ing an upper end located adjacent but spaced below the 
main mandrel upper end, mandrel-engaging and shell 
driving cap means releasably telescoped over .and en 
gaged with the main mandrel upper end, the tapered man 
drel portion in cont-act with the tapered shell section prior 
to driving holding the cap means spaced from driving 
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engagement with the upper end of said secondary man 
drel member, and means for establishing driving engage 
ment between the cap means and the upper end of the 
secondary mandrel member to directly drive the upper 
end of the tapered shell section through said secondary 
mandrel and driving shoulder after the mandrel has been 
driven into the tapered shell section to penetrate the 
tapered shell section a predetermined distance. 

2. The apparatus de?ned in claim 1, in which the means 
for establishing driving engagement between the cap means 
and the upper end of the secondary mandrel member in 
cludes a ?oating driving ring movable axially of the main 
mandrel head portion and located between the cap means 
‘and the upper end of the secondary mandrel member. 

3. The apparatus de?ned in claim 1, in which the 
tapered shell section is longitudinally ?'uted and the 
tapered mandrel portion is circular in cross section. 

4-. The apparatus de?ned in claim 1, in which the shell 
extension section is corrugated and generally cylindrical 
in extent. 

5. The apparatus de?ned in claim 1, in which the ring 
means comprises an annular shoulder portion, a down 
wardly extending sleeve portion connected with the upper 
end of the tapered shell section, and an upwardly extend 
ing sleeve portion surrounding the annular shoulder por 
tion and connected with the lower end of the shell exten 
sion section. 

6. The apparatus de?ned in claim 1, in which the 
tapered mandrel portion is shorter in length than the 
tapered shell section, and in which the cap means engag 
ing the upper end of the mandrel establishes driving en 
gagement with the upper end of the secondary mandrel 
member and through the latter with the ring means and 
the upper end of the tapered shell section before the lower 
end of the mandrel contacts the tapered shell section nose 
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on penetration by the mandrel of the tapered shell sec 
tion. 

7. The method of driving extensible piles including the 
steps of telescoping a downwardly inwardly tapered por 
tion of a substantially rigid longitudinally continuous 
mandrel having a head at one end and a ‘nose at the 
other end into a light gauge tapered tubular sheet metal 
pile shell section having a shoulder at one end, a nose 
at the other end and a lighter gauge tubular sheet metal 
pile extension section extending upwardly from the 
shoulder; then driving the head of the mandrel to drive 
the mandrel relatively into the tapered shell section to 
penetrate the shell section a predetermined distance and 
frictionally wedge-engage tapered telescoped contacting 
surfaces of the mandrel and tapered shell sections there 
by establishing frictional driving engagement therebe 
tween; then simultaneously driving the mandrel head and 
the tapered shell section shoulder to drive the tapered 
shell section into the ground to the desired depth; pulling 
the shell extension section into the ground by the driving 
of the tapered shell section; then freeing the mandrel of 
driving engagement while maintaining driving engagement 
with the tapered shell section shoulder; and then driving 
the shell section shoulder while pulling on the mandrel 
to extract the mandrel from the driven shell sections. 
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